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About This Game

Experience the story of a small group of German soldiers sent to a small town to investigate strange activities. The task was
supposed to be fast and easy. Instead, they would face the Unimaginable

Find out how they had to fail their country to save the world

Inspired by Contra, Metal Slug, Castle Crashers and all of those good old coop games

+Level up. Unlock new characters. Earn points. Purchase Weapons. Show off what you have

+Enter the Arena. Test your skill against challenging Fights

+Customize spawns for your own Arena

+Be a lone Hero or team up with friends and start having fun blasting
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The trailer doesn't show you any real gameplay, so a lot of people might be wondering what this game is. Basically it is a tactical
resource management RPG akin to "Tower of the Sorcerer", "DROD RPG", and "DungeonUp", the latter 2 of which can be
found on Steam.

As a huge fan of this genre of game, I have over 250 hours on DROD RPG, have completed Tower of the Sorcercer in it's many
iterations on mobile, as well as DungeonUp. It's a great thinking-mans genre when executed well, unfortunately this game fails
massively due to a few reasons I will try to explain for people not used tot hese typs of games.

The games I mentioned above have a few things that are critical for a game of this type to be executed properly. For starters, the
game does not reveal the stats of the monsters until you fight them, which in itself is bad because it makes it impossible to form
a plan without face-tanking something first to see how bad it is. It is compounded by the fact that the game autosaves every
move you make without the ability to undo a move, something the others games of this type allow. This means you have to make
a decision blind that can ruin your run completely, basically forcing you to replay the game over and over to fill out the bestiary
just to get information that should have been known from the start.

To make matters worse, the level designs are terrible. After the first few floors, key management becomes pointless as many of
the floors involve straight corridors with no routing options, creating hard walls that basically end your game unless you built
your character almost flawlessly, again which is impossible without knowing the stats. This pretty much removes all planning
and routing decisions and defeats the entire purpose of the game.

The most outrageous aspect of this game is not the fact that it is a mobile game ported to the PC, but the fast that the PC version
gives you a pop-up every 2-3 minutes asking you to LIKE the game on Facebook in exchange for in-game coins. This is a
despicable design and horrible business practice for a Steam game, trying to push the pay-to-win aspects of the mobile game to
the PC version to compensate for the fact the game is designed so poorly.. This game is one of those games where I'd wish there
was a neutral recommendation button. It's a fun game where the tiles fill the screen according to the tempo of the song you play,
but the beat-accuracy of this game is lacking. And since the difficulty of a song is related to it's tempo, having poor accuracy
makes for some odd play. It's a good game otherwise.. cats, trains and puzzles. what's not to like? :D this game has pretty much
everything i could ever ask for!. I'm glad NekoWorks made us possible to pledge a few more days to get this wonderful OVA
done! It's one of the best things I watched in my life!
Loli, Nekos, Christmas and a lot of happy faces; you can't possibly ask for anything more!

Long as a normal Anime Episode, it really brings joy to any Nekopara Fan!. Good Game! Good Graphics! Good Bugs! Pls don´t
buy!
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This game makes me wish Steam had a neutral rating. It's not bad, but it's not really good either. The screen is often too
cluttered with explosions and various other moving parts, making it easy to lose track of your stuntman. Check out the original
game first. It's the better of the two. If you like that one enough, then I suppose you'd probably get some enjoyment out of this
one as well.. For the price, its a pretty decent horror game, 2 dollars for about 90 minutes worth of fun so I have no problems
with that. It did scare me several times, and for the graphics it does a good job with atmospheric horror. Not many puzzles, but
the ones that are there I did enjoy.
Only 2 complaints, no english voice over (not huge problem with the text there) and the music during the spider room and the
red room was more unpleasant than scary.

Overall I had a good time playing it so I don't regret my purchase at all.. THIS GAME SUCKS TO MUTCH
ASIAN♥♥♥♥♥♥. A hauntingly wonderful story about a broken family that takes a bit longer to rise the story arc then the first
Layers of Fear.
Intelligent writing, obscene imagery, an incredible beautiful soundtrack and high quality voice acting.
The story is a bit more cryptic and to get the full understanding the reading of notes is necessary.
I love all the games from Bloober so far and this makes no difference, the last chapters are the strongest in my opinion.
If you liked the first one give this a chance, just be patient with how slow the story unfolds and you won't be disappointed.
<3 Thank you, Bloober Team. Super meat shooter is a oldschool fps, this is a really good game but the flushing toilet sound
effect is not very good, I like it a lot because of the weapons, they look really cool, you saw the double barrel shotgun in this
game? more "dark souls" than that impossible, well that game is good, but I hope they develop a sequel without the flushing
toilet sound effect.

+amazing weapons
+cool level design
+explosive barrels
+great gameplay
-not so good sound effects

10\/10. Not a game and not worth paying any amount of money for!

This really should not be on Steam and should be a free indie experience (no gaming involved).
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